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analyze Cyberactivism. Two popular Internet media, web sites
and forums of Free Tibet activities, are identified, collected,
methods [3, 4, 6]. In the former, a domain expert produces a
and analyzed. We aim to shed light on the following research
number of regular expressions and keywords. In the latter, the
questions:
expert knowledge is replaced by a sufficiently large collection
1. What automated methods can be used to analyze
of labeled questions and a model is trained to capture useful
Cyberactivism?
patterns for classification automatically. The statistical
2. What knowledge and insights can we gain through
approach has the dual advantage of saving on expensive expert
social network and topical analysis of Cyberactivism?
labor and easy portability between domains.
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The Central Tibetan Administration (CTA), also referred to
templates based on a filtering process; 3) apply a matching
as the Tibetan Government in Exile (TGE), is headed by the
algorithm for determine question’s category; and 4) experiment
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with both heuristic and machine learning methods.
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Using the proposed alignment algorithm, our TA algorithm
extracts general patterns of all three types of tags. We begin by
pairing all sentences based on their similarity. Closely matched
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pairs are then aligned and a pattern that fits both pairs is created.
A template is composed of ordered slots, which are chosen
according to the corresponding parts of the aligned sentence
pair with the following priority: word > NE tag > POS tag. If
the sentences for a given slot have nothing in common, the
algorithm creates a gap (ϘЁϙ) in that position.
Because sentence alignment is time consuming, we only use
the set of training questions, which consists of 550 NTCIR (5
and 6) CLQA questions plus 465 manually created questions.
For each training question, we retrieve the top 200 most
relevant passages tagged with NEs and POS tags. We applied
the generation algorithm to the 1,015 training questions and
generated 4,896 patterns. As we wanted patterns that could
connect question keywords and the question category, we
designed a filtering process to gather appropriate patterns.
B. Template Filtering
Since a question could match different templates, TA must
be capable of choosing the appropriate category. The question
we must consider before applying templates is how to select the
appropriate templates. A template is called noisy if it could be
matched to several qtypes. Thus, a method for filtering out
noisy templates is required.
We use two criteria for filtering out the extracted templates.
First, we test the matching confidence Confidence(t,qtype), of
each template t in the development set with each question type,
qtype, using the following formula:
Confidence(t , qtype)

# of matched questions in qtype
# of all matched questions

For example, if the matching result of template t is {Q_LOC,
8; Q_PER, 1; Q_ORG 1}, then Confidence(t,qtype) will
become {0.8,Q_LOC; 0.1,Q_PER; 0.1,Q_ORG}. We also
define Score(t) and Qtype(t) for retrieving the score of template
(i.e., highest confidence) with its corresponding qtype:
Score(t )

Max Confidence(t , qtype)

Qtype(t )

arg max Confidence(t , qtype)

qtype

qtype

For a qtype to be dominant, its confidence must be greater
than 0.5 because a majority should larger than the sum of other
confidence of qtypes. Our system discards templates whose
score is lower than a threshold Ĳ.
C. Template Matching algorithm
To evaluate and apply the templates generated by the
filtering step, we develop a template matching algorithm for
QC.
We transform our templates to regular expressions. We treat
a gap “-” in a template as a wildcard. For raw words or NE tags
in a template, the matched segment must have exactly the same
word or NE tag, respectively. For POS matching, the POS tag
in a template must be a prefix of the matched segment. Table I
shows an example of matched question segments.
In the training phase, all templates are processed with every
categorized question to calculate their confidence. Note that the

templates are also categorized. In the development and testing
phases, we first calculate the score set ST for uncategorized
questions according to Algorithm 1. Then the score set ST
determines each question’s category based on two different
approaches: a majority algorithm and a machine learning
algorithm using SVM. The majority algorithm is based on the
assumption that questions of the same qtype have similar
patterns. As a result, a qtype qt of a specific question qsi is
selected by the algorithm when the aggregate score of the
corresponding categorized templates is the largest of the qtype
set. We describe the SVM approach latter.
Algorithm 1 Question Classification
Input: Uncategorized question set QS = {qs1, . . . , qsl},
Categorized template set CT = {ct1, . . . , ctm},
Output: Determined category Score Set ST = {S1, . . . , Sl}
1: ST = {}
2: for each template qsi from qs1 to qsl do
3: segment and tag the question qsi
4: Si = {}
5: for each categorized template set ctj from ct1 to ctm do
6:
sj ĸ 0
7:
for each template tk from t1 to tn in cti do
8:
perform template matching on qsi
9:
using template tk, then
10:
if template tk matches qsi
11:
sj = sj + Score (tk);
12:
end;
13:
SiĸSi�sj;
14: end;
15: STĸST�Si;
16: end;
17: return ST;
D. Machine Learning Approach (SVM)
Machine learning approaches applied to text categorization
have produced impressive results . To complement template
alignment algorithm, we adopt SVM as the machine learning
approach for CQC, which has been successfully applied to
several QC researches [3, 6].
We use LibSVM which is an integrated software for support
vector classification, regression and distribution estimation.
The feature used in QC-SVM is the same as that used for the
majority algorithm, i.e., the score set ST. We use five-fold cross
validation to tune hyper parameters for our model. In our
experiment, we also adopt a method that integrates two useful
syntactic features: bag-of-words and part-of-speech.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A. Datasets
We use CLQA’s development dataset and formal run test
dataset, respectively, as our training and test datasets for CQC.
In NTCIR CLQA task, there are 200 questions for Japanese
news and 350 for traditional Chinese news in development
dataset. We manually build another 465 questions for the
proposed question taxonomy to train our TA model. The size of
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Template
Regex
Question

TABLE I:
AN EXAMPLE OF QUESTION TEMPLATE MATCHING, T, R, AND Q DENOTE TEMPLATE, REGULAR EXPRESSION, AND QUESTION.
V
Ё
ऱ
ਢ
ᓴ
N
Na
LOC
Na
ऱ/[^ ]+
ਢ/[^ ]+
ᓴ/[^ ]+
[^ ]+/V[^ ]+
([^ ]+)?
[^ ]+/N[^ ]+
[^ ]+/Na[^ ]+
[^ ]+/LOC [^ ]+/Na[^ ]+
ᘭߦዿ
ࡉؓᑻ
তឌ
᜔อ
ዊᛧ/VJ/O
ऱ/DE/O
ਢ/SHI/O
ᓴ/Nh/O
nil
/Nb/ORG
/Na/O
/Nc/LOC
/Na/OCC

template for test dataset is 400. In the majority approach we
employ ten-fold cross validation training our TA model to get
the best threshold (Ĳ=0.6). In the SVM approach we use
five-fold cross validation to train the SVM model. Our question
taxonomy for CQC consists of 6 coarse-grained classes
(Q_PERSON| Գ, Q_LOCATION| چ, Q_ORGANIZATION|
ิ៣, Q_ARTIFACT|ढ, Q_TIME|ழၴ and Q_NUMBER|ᑇ
ଖ) and 62 fine-grained classes. Each coarse-grained category
contains a non-overlapping set of fine-grained categories.
B. Experimental Results
We compare the proposed method with a knowledge-based
approach called INFOMAP [2] for Chinese QC (CQC), which
focuses on factoid Chinese QA. The system analyzes a question
and labels it based on its qtype and the expected answer type[1].
Fig. 1 shows the experimental results for a knowledge-based
approach using INFOMAP and the TA approach for CQC, with
and without the SVM model. The accuracy rates are as follows:
1) INFOMAP alone is 88%, 2) TA using a majority algorithm
solely is 85%, and 3) TA using the SVM model solely is 82.5%.
In contrast, the proposed integrated TA approach which
combines syntactic features, bag-of-words and parts-of-speech,
in-creases the accuracy to 91.5%. The integrated approach is
comparable to the hybrid approach using INFOMAP and SVM
[1], which has 92% accuracy.
95.00%

90.00%

Pure
machine
learning

Knowledge based

92.0%

T emplate based
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91.5%

88.0%

85.0%

85.00%

human-annotated knowledge-based approach. (i.e., the
classifier is defined by domain experts).
The experiment results of the majority approach and the
SVM approach are similar. Specifically, the TA approach
performs better than SVM because, like rule-based approaches,
it uses template matching, but it may suffer long questions.
Long questions are more likely to contain irrelevant parts to be
matched by more short templates, which may generate noises.
However, most questions can be classified by short templates,
for example, ϘΞਢᓴ (who is..)ϙ, ϘୌԫڣΞ (in which
year)ϙ, and ϘΞڇୌᇙ (whereΞ)ϙ.
The most important contribution of this paper is the template
alignment (TA) method, which automatically generates
question classification patterns and achieves comparable
accuracy rates to INFOMAP Specifically, the accuracy of the
proposed approach is 85.5%, compared to 88% for INFOMAP
(a knowledge-based approach) solely and 91.5% by integrating
bag-of words and POS features into our SVM model.
In our future work, we will improve the scoring function by
applying virtual attributes. We will also extend the use of
semantic features by incorporating HowNet’s senses, and
enhance template generalization by taking advantage of
semantic sense hierarchies.

82.5%
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